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4 of 4 review helpful Still a good book on this topic despite dating to 1992 By Camber This is a reissue of a 1992 book 
and there are now many books available on cognitive biases But research in this area since 1992 shows that the book is 
by no means outdated and the findings Sutherland reports are generally still valid So I would say that this book 
remains one of the better books on cognitive biases because it has Why do doctors army generals high ranking 
government officials and other people in positions of power make bad decisions that cause harm to others Why are 
punishments so ineffective Why is interviewing such an unsatisfactory method of selection Irrationality is a 
challenging and thought provoking book that draws on statistical concepts probability theory and a mass of intriguing 
research to expose the failings of human reasoning judgment and intuition Extremely gripping and unusually well 
written RICHARD DAWKINSTerrifying sometimes comic very readable and totally enthralling Oliver Sacks About 
the Author Stuart Sutherland born in 1928 was Professor of 
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